
Day Dreaming in the Fantasy World 
 
This story is about myself, where in my dream, I go into space in a magnificent spaceship called Beano in 
search of another galaxy where I can do camping. 
So, as I am the main character of this story, let me introduce myself. I am a space-lover, dragons are my 
fantasies and I love gaming/coding. 
So, in my dream adventure, I find another galaxy and go into it. There I found myself in an enormous 
dragon land. I also found some dragons and dragon riders that were already there and we became friends. 
I became a dragon rider and my dragon name was Flyer. We used to do training and also had fun. 
But there was a man who was jealous of the dragon’s magical powers. The man lived in a long boat in the 
middle of the ocean and his name was Carnold the clever. He made a huge thunderstorm for a month. If 
the thunder drop hits the dragon, the raindrop will get the dragon's power and take it back to Carnold. The 
only way to stop it was to play a challenging game created by him. It only had one super hard level in which 
you had to find Carnold and stop him in the cheerless game. 
Using my valuable gaming skills I learned at my galaxy, I played the game with my friends. We won the 
game and the dragon's powers were saved. Later on, we went in search of Carnold and Arda, the dragon of 
eyesight detected him. Even though Carnold did wrong things, we decided to make friends with him. So I 
gave Carnold my power watch that had powers to go invisible and have super strength which made 
everyone happy.. He promised to use the powers to help others. 
Some days later, I went back to my galaxy along with my dragon. Me, Flyer and my family lived happily 
ever after. 


